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Motivation

• Weak eigenstates are not the same as the mass eigenstates, probability to detect the 
same weak eigenstate is a non-trivial function of time or L
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Neutrino Flavour Oscillation Overview

To get involved in neutrino physics at KamLAND/Zen or CUORE contact Prof. Stuart Freedman: sjfreedman@lbl.gov

KamLAND Detector

Neutrino (and Zero-Neutrino) Physics at the Kamioka Liquid Scintillator Anti-neutrino Detector
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• KamLAND is located about 1 km underground in the 
Kamioka Mine to attenuate cosmic ray muons.

• The inner detector (ID) is 1 kton of hydrocarbon-
based liquid scintillator (LS) housed in a 13-m-
diameter balloon.  The balloon is immersed in a non-
scintillating, 2-m-thick mineral-oil buffer 

• The ID is viewed by ∼2000 PMTs to record the 
scintillation light.  The amount of light and the hit 
time distribution are used to measure the energy 
and position of each event

• Anti-neutrino detection via inverse beta 
decay -- delayed coincidence event 
signature is very robust against background 

• Neutrino detection is via recoil 
electrons -- much more difficult 
to distinguish from background

Geo-neutrino Detection

• U is the PMNS (Pontecorvo, Maki, Nakagawa and Sakata) matrix 

We know ∆m221 very well 
from KamLAND and solar-
neutrino experiments (solar-
matter effects give the sign)

We know |∆m223| from atmospheric and 
accelerator neutrino experiments

We don’t know the sign of ∆m223 !  
Maybe future long baseline accelerator ?

?
Hierarchy Question

Normal Inverted 

Absolute neutrino mass

?

We don’t know the absolute mass
Neutrinoless double beta decay 
might answer absolute mass  and 
hierarchy question

How can we learn about U ?

• Phenomenology also depends of neutrino mass splittings: Δm2ij=m2i-m2j 

KamLAND & solar neutrino, e.g SNO 

Atmospheric neutrino, long baseline 
accelerator, e.g SuperKamiokande, MINOS

Short baseline reactor, accelerator, e.g 
Daya Bay, T2K

May be measured in a future long baseline 
accelerator experiment

?

• Anti-neutrinos emitted from the beta decay of 238U and 232Th and their 
daughters in the Earth are expected to contribute to the flux at KamLAND

• These geologically produced neutrinos are dubbed ‘geo-neutrinos’ 

• We observe a significant ‘excess’ of anti-neutrino candidates in the geo-neutrino 
region of interest.  The residual spectrum is consistent with geo-neutrinos ! 

Prompt Energy Spectrum of low energy anti-neutrino candidates at KamLAND Δχ2 profile for a fit of total number of geo-ν’s
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• The largest background to geo-ν’s is low energy reactor anti-ν’s, following the 
Great Eastern Japan Earthquake many Japanese reactors have suspended 
operation, with this low-reactor-flux data we expect to improve the geo-ν 
measurement

• Existing geo-ν results already disfavour certain geological models, the conclusions 
will become more significant with increased statistics

• Neutrino-geophysics is an example of a new kind of applied science made possible 
with pioneering detectors like KamLAND !

* KamLAND is not sensitive to  θ13 ,  traditionally one uses a 2-flavor model which fixes θ13 ≡0 or one can use 3-flavor model which allows for non-zero θ13
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• The flux weighted average baseline (<L>) is 180 km, the average 
neutrino energy is ∼3.5 MeV.  The survival probability becomes:

Reactor Anti-neutrino Oscillation Results
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• The anti-neutrino flux at KamLAND is dominated by neutrinos 
from 54 commercial nuclear reactors in Japan Map showing nuclear reactors 

‘near’ KamLAND 

Prompt Energy (Ep) Spectrum of anti-neutrino candidates at KamLAND Survival Probability vs L/E deduced from the KamLAND data

Expectation for 3-flavor model *

Expectation for 2-flavor model *

*

Two cycles of the oscillatory survival probability 
are clearly visible !

Δm212 [eV2] (✠)   7.50 +0.19 -0.20 x10-5

tan2θ12   (✚)   0.452+0.035 -0.033

sin2θ13
  0.020+0.016-0.016  

(<0.05 @90 C.L)

Best-fit oscillation parameters from combined 
analysis of KamLAND and solar-neutrino data

(✠) Dominated by KamLAND
(✚) Dominated by solar-neutrino data (SNO, Super-
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free electronics with 1 GHz !ash ADC is used for 

tagging muon-neutron-10C coincidence where 10C 

backgrounds accompany neutrons at more than 

90% when created from 12C by muon spallation.
The project is designed to cover the degenerated 

hierarchy "rst and later modi"ed to cover the 

inverted hierarchy. In order to cover the degenerated 

hierarchy in two years, it turned out by a simulation 

study that about 400 kg of 136Xe is necessary but 

light yield of KamLAND is good enough. At the 

time of the design stage, 2!2" half life was known 

to be very long, more than 1022 years, and only 

moderate energy resolution was required. It was 

rather shocking when the EXO-200 experiment 

in the United States reported that the 2!2" half 

life is 2.11×1021 years (factor "ve contradiction!). 
Luckily the impact was not very big. For covering 

the degenerated hierarchy, 3 to 4 years of data 

accumulation is necessary or the sensitivity with two 

years became about 80 meV. Anyway, demand for 

the better energy resolution became stronger.
We named the project as KamLAND-Zen. Zen 

primarily stands for Zero neutrino double beta decay 

search. It also contains the sound and meaning 

of “then” and “Xenon.” And searching for a truth 

of the universe (0!2") at nothingness (ultra-low 

background environment) just matches with the 

word Zen (see Fig.4). The experiment started in 

September with about 330 kg of Xenon and we are 

expecting to publish a result shortly.

Better sensitivity requires more light-yields. But 

replacement of the KamLAND LS is a big and costly 

effort. So, we are going to attach light concentrators 

to PMTs at the same time (see Fig. 5). We expect 2.5 

times more light combining with the LS replacement, 
and 2!2" will be suppressed by a factor of more 

than 10. The upper entrance will also be enlarged 

to deploy various instruments. Once 0!2" is found, 
measurements with higher statistics and different 

nuclei become important for reducing uncertainty 

from a theoretical calculation of the nuclear matrix 

element and for identi"cation of underlying physics 

mechanisms. Also, a direct search for dark matter 

Figure 4.  The logo of the KamLAND-Zen project. A kanji, logographic 
Chinese character, indicating ‘Zen’ is surrounded by 
alphabetical characters.

Future plans

KamLAND-Zen: 0νββ decay of 136Xe ?
• KamLAND-Zen is a new application of the KamLAND detector to search 

for 0νββ decay of 136Xe

• A 1.6-m-radius balloon, ‘mini-balloon’, was lower into the centre of the 
detector and filled with new scintillator loaded with 300 kg of 136Xe  

• The remaining LS volume provides an ultra-pure active shield and 
continues to function as a world-class neutrino/anti-neutrino detector

• A measurement of the half life of the 2νββ decay mode has 
already been realised with KamLAND-Zen: T2ν1/2 = 2.38 +/- 0.02 (stat) +/- 0.14 (syst) x1021 yr

• Importantly, our new result confirms a recent measurement by EXO which was at odds 
with long-established lower limits

• The background in the 0νββ region is higher than 
expected, this is likely due to contamination by fallout 
from the Fukushima Reactor incident 

• We find T0ν1/2 > 5.7 x 1024 yr  at 90% C.L  

• The collaboration is pursuing a number of strategies to 
reduce the background in the 0νββ region of interest

Spectrum of ββ candidates in KamLAND-Zen

• Results from KamLAND, taken together with other impressive neutrino experiments 
such as SNO and SuperKamiokande, compellingly demonstrate that neutrinos 
undergo flavour oscillation and are massive.  This is a profound discovery !

• KamLAND was designed to search for evidence of reactor antineutrino 
disappearance at a baseline of ∼200 km and to study the antineutrino spectrum to 
characterize the mechanism driving such an anomaly

• KamLAND observed significant disappearance and subsequently compellingly 
demonstrated the oscillatory dependence of this disappearance on L/E - a proxy 
for time in the neutrino rest frame 

• The first hints for neutrino oscillation came rather serendipitously from early solar 
neutrino experiments and attempts to characterize atmospheric neutrino 
backgrounds in proton decay searches

• The anomalous solar and atmospheric results were, as was eventually 
hypothesized, a consequence of the oscillatory evolution of the flavour content of 
a neutrino beam which occurs if neutrino mass-states, distinct from the flavour 
states, exist and have nonzero masses 

• The neutrino oscillation model describes our data very well !
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